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abstract
A private dwelling in Cambridge UK designed in 1967 during an era of
cheap fuels that – though not conceived as an ‘eco house’ or in any
respect consciously ‘green’ – has proved to be usefully, and unusually,
energy-efficient.
The reasons for the ‘success’ of this house are unclear, but the design
and sizing of its windows are thought to be of particular importance,
and a strong case is made for Continental type external roller window
shutters that are rare in the UK. Also considered advantageous are a
balance of high and low thermal capacity building elements and a
responsive heating system.
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foreword
A description of this private dwelling house with attached home-working office, designed in 1967 and
completed in early 1969 on a very narrow inner suburban site in Cambridge UK, was published in 1971 in
‘ERA - The Journal of the Eastern Region of the Royal Institute of British Architects’ (issue 20, vol.4, no.3, May/June
1971, pp. 24 & 25). This article made no mention of energy conservation. Notable utility in this field became
evident only after some years of occupation, and also it was the case that the energy-efficiency of a building
seldom was considered and reported prior to the fuel crisis of 1973/74 that arose when OAPEC (the
Organisation of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries) reduced oil extraction and quadrupled the price of Gulf
oil exports.
The designer of the ‘House & Studio’, David Croghan, qualified as an architect in 1960 and recalls being
taught – early in his training – the twin truisms that building insulation is relatively inexpensive and much more
readily incorporated during construction than by ‘retro-fit’. He preached the same text when – from 1962 – he
conducted building physics lecture courses. Concern at that time was not of ‘global warming’ but rather of
‘global cooling’ and ensuring human comfort. Scientific pundits held that the series of unusually cold winters
experienced over the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s – seemingly reaching a nadir in the UK with the 5½-month winter of
1963 – presaged a New Ice Age. Insulation was required to keep houses warm rather than save energy, at that
time cheap and plentiful and without ethical concern over ‘greenhouse gas’ production.
In the event, the ‘House & Studio’ has proved to be not only comfortably warm in winter but also surprisingly
energy-efficient: far better than the European average and the UK norm for houses in its size range, and even
better than some recent examples of dwellings specifically designed or modified with this aspect uppermost.
The reasons for this house’s relative success remain not entirely clear, for it has many features usually
considered to run counter to this end.
*David Croghan studied at the Cambridge University School of Architecture from 1953, qualifying as Associate of the Royal Institute of
British Architects (ARIBA) in 1960. University research and teaching engaged him from 1958 until 1970, after which he concentrated on
full-time general architectural practice, often involving practical energy conservation. Latterly he acted as ‘expert witness’ in legal disputes
involving building failures and the ‘right to light’. He was elected Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts (FRSA) in 1990 and Member of the
Academy of Experts (MAE) in 1994. He has been attempting to retire since 2001.
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House & Studio, Cambridge: plans and interior

living rooms

LR.1 and LR. 2 are separated by a cork-faced sliding panel.
These photos show the thermally efficient and visually
unifying timber boarded ceilings.
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first floor landing
This internal corridor is generously lit by two
rooflights. The larger on the left also lights
the stair and the dining space in LR.1 below.
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1. introduction
This nearly 50-year old house has proved usefully efficient in terms of limiting energy consumption while
providing a high degree of comfort. Though unique appearance stemmed from a confined site and tight
regulations, its cost, basic materials, construction and mechanical services were not exceptional when the
house was built in the late 1960s, and it has never been specially modified to meet present-day concerns
over ‘global warming’ and increasing cost of fuels. No definitive explanation for its apparent ‘success’ in
energy performance terms can be offered, and the question is posed as to why most recent designs are not
vastly superior.
Below is given a full technical description of the house, and various factors that influence energy consumption
are considered.

2. building size and form
The total floor area is 235m 2 (2530ft2) measured in the standard way: that is, inside external walls and over
internal walls, and inclusive of all circulation areas and staircases. The total includes the integral garage. As
this (which includes a wine store) is never heated (though it has a radiator and cavity wall insulation), its area
of 32m2 may be excluded from energy consumption consideration to leave a net building area of 203m2. The
volume of the heated part of the house is 562m 3.
The layout of the house in two detached blocks with an irregular plan produces a relatively high ratio of
external wall to ground ‘footprint’ of 3:1 where a simple square plan of the same area would give a ratio of 2:1.
(see appendix A for dimensional data generally)
early design model from south-west

neighbouring property
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The form of the house and its attached
studio were much influenced by the
narrowness of the site and the many
constraints imposed by the vendor and
the local planning authority, who sought
to prevent the construction of a 2-storey
building (although all other houses in the
road were two or three stories in height).
Particularly there were no rights to light,
ventilation or outlook over the north
boundary, initially very close to the house.
This determined a largely blank elevation
relieved only by surface modelling and
careful detailing. The four small windows
to service areas are not essential for light.

north elevation
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3. building cost
Building cost in 1967/68 including all site works (but excluding land, planting, loose furnishings and fees) was
at a rate of £61/m2 (£5.68/ft2). Though this cost may appear impossibly modest by current levels, in its day it was
within the range for a one-off, architect-designed private house. Subsequent expenditure has been limited to
replacement roof covering and windows in 1990, patio doors in 1992 and a new gas-fired boiler in 2005.
So cost alone is not here the key to economical performance in terms of energy consumption.

4. building construction
This may best be described as ‘post-war traditional’: solid concrete ground floor slab, external brick &
blockwork cavity walls, timber-joisted first floor with chipboard deck, timber-joisted flat roof with ply deck
and 3-layer bituminous felt covering (originally asphalt). There is foam-filled wall cavity and roof insulation.
Windows and patio doors are uPVC-framed and double-glazed. Only the provision of external roller
shutter/blinds is unusual (see fig.1 and appendices F & G).
(see appendix B for full details of construction materials and thermal insulation)

5. resistance to heat loss
Buildings typically lose most heat by the air-to-air passage of heat through each building element in contact
with the exterior, and this conduction – ‘thermal transmittance’ – is defined as ‘U-value’ expressed in terms of
W/m2/K (the lower the better). The values for this house, which are mostly good but not today exceptional,
are:
element
external walls
roof
ground floor
windows (double-glazed)

add external roller shutters
add lined curtains

patio doors

add lined curtains

rooflights

U-value
0.42
0.22
1.13
2.00
1.50
<1.00
2.00
<1.75
3.30

comparison with approximate norms 1990–2005
good
(calculated value)
good
(calculated value)
poor
(a ‘book’ value that does not include effect of carpets or rugs)
good
(manufacturer’s data)
v.good (manufacturer’s data; NB only when closed)
v.good (NB only when closed & in combination with closed shutters)
good
(manufacturer’s data)
v.good (NB only when closed)
average (manufacturer’s data)

The maximum U-values permitted by the 1965 Building Regulations current when the house was built were (in
metric terms): walls 1.7, roofs 1.42. There were no requirements for other elements but it may be noted that in this
house total double-glazing (windows, patio doors and rooflights) is 20% of floor area.
The standards adopted in this house were not approached by Building Regulations until 1990 (which
stipulated U-values for walls & ground floors of 0.45 and for roofs of 0.25 with windows & roof-lights of up to
30% of floor area if double-glazed). More recent standards (from 2006 to 2010) are in complex form, but in
essence the U-values are: walls 0.35, roofs 0.25, ground floors 0.25, windows & rooflights 2.2.
Buildings also lose heat by ventilation. In the case of dwellings in winter, this is most likely to be primarily the
result of incidental air infiltration, that is, leakage through the structure, particularly at windows and doors.
There may also be ‘total loss’ fan ventilation in kitchens, toilets and bathrooms. Power consumption to make
good such heat loss can be significant. If a building with the volume of the ‘House & Studio’ were to
experience one air change per hour (1ach) with average temperatures of 5°C externally and 20°C internally,
then annual heat loss (by calculation that involves the specific heat of air and house volume) would be
4,872kWh over a 16 week heating season with a 15 hour heating day.
The actual air infiltration rate of this house has never been measured, but the high standard of window and
door seals, and of general construction, is such that incidental infiltration together with occasional ‘total loss’
power ventilation (in kitchen and bathroom) is thought likely to be no more than 0.25–0.5 ach.

6. heating system
The heating system of this property is of relatively simple ‘low pressure hot water’ (LPHW) design unaltered
since original installation in 1968 other than for a replacement boiler in 2005.
Space heating is ‘central heating’ (CH) employing hot water heated by a condensing natural gas-fired boiler
with pumped ‘small bore’ pipe circulation to individual room heat emitters (mainly convectors and some
radiators), temperature-controlled by a single air thermostat situated in the ground floor hallway. Target daytime ground floor room air temperatures in winter are 21–22°C with bedrooms at about 18°C (the difference
achieved by sizing of emitters). The system is switched off at night.
Water heating for the ‘domestic hot water’ (DHW) supply is by the same gas-fired boiler serving a storage
cylinder. Control is by surface thermostat on the cylinder set to give outlet flow at about 50°C.
The boiler, DHW cylinder and two cold water tanks are located in a first floor airing/linen cupboard, limiting
inter-connecting pipe runs and ensuring use of any residual heat that otherwise would be wasted.
The CH and DHW systems are subject to individual time control by an electronic programmer operating a 3-way
valve.
(see appendices C & E for fuller details of the heating system)

7. electricity system
The property has a 3-phase electricity system serving lighting and ‘small power’. The ring-main distribution
circuitry remains largely unmodified since original installation in 1968 when there was generous provision of
socket and lighting outlet points.
Lighting in the kitchen, hallway and staircases adopted mainly fluorescent lamps from inception. Most of the
original tungsten filament lamps (TFLs) fitted elsewhere have been replaced by compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs)
and light emitting diode lamps (LEDs).
‘Small power’ at this property includes the usual range of domestic appliances.
(see appendix D for fuller details of the electricity system)

8. energy consumption
Throughout the 3-year monitoring period (as table below), the house was occupied by an active retired
couple generally at home all day. Lifestyle in the house may be described as full (all rooms mostly in regular
use) and unencumbered by considerations of frugality, though unnecessary waste is avoided.
The assessment of the energy consumption of a building properly requires periodic actual meter readings
as suppliers’ bills are often unreliable due to changes of billing period, delay in billing and over-reliance on
estimated readings. The record for the ‘House & Studio’ over three recent consecutive years is:
Year (April-April)
2006/2007

annual metered energy delivered kWh
gas
electricity
total
18,660
2,330
20,990

2007/2008

15,949

2,340

18,289

90

10.3

2008/2009

18,607

2,463

21,070

104

11.9

3-year average
CH only approx*
DHW only approx*
Electricity only

17,739
11,890
5,850

2,378

20,116

99
59
29
12

11.3
6.7
3.3
1.3

2,378

power consumed per unit area
kWh/m2/year
W/m2
103
11.8

The above 3-year meter recording period was chosen as:
(1)
(2)

It was the most recent when this study was made in late 2009.
It was the first period for which actual annual meter readings are available (previous records having been based on billed
amounts that were not always reliable).
(3) A new boiler was installed in September 2005 and occupancy became 2-person on a regular basis from December 2005,
and this is the first period since these likely significant changes.
(4) 3-year average figures help to even out small annual differences in use of the house (such as winter holiday absences) and
variations due to climate without recourse to more elaborate ‘degree-day’ adjustment.
* CH and DHW power use are not readily separated in a single boiler system and where the winter CH period is variable, but
indication (from summer meter readings) is that DHW accounts for about 1/3 total gas consumption.

9. comparisons
Comparison of the energy efficiency of the ‘House & Studio’ with other dwellings is not readily made due to
dearth of published data. However, some benchmarks for power use per unit area are reported in the book
by David JC MacKay: ‘Sustainable Energy – without the hot air’ (UIT Cambridge, 2008, pp.295-299). MacKay is a
professor of physics at the Cambridge University Cavendish Laboratory who in 2009 became Chief Scientific
Advisor to the UK Government’s Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC).
Mackay gives the European average for total power use in dwellings as 33W/m 2. He cites an example of a
Scandinavian designed ‘Heatkeeper Serrekunda’ house built near Cambridge in 1984 that is power-rated at
6.6W/m2 for space heating (at a temperature of 19–20°C) and with a total for all purposes of 12.2W/m 2. This
house has an area of 140m 2 and is in 2-person occupation. It is of largely prefabricated timber construction
insulated to give U-values of: walls 0.28, roof 0.27 and floor 0.22. It has ducted warm air CH by gas-fired unit
with incoming ventilation air warmed by heat-exchanger. Also recorded by MacKay is a 1940s semi-detached
house in Cambridge (his own), much thermally improved in 2007 to reduce heating consumption to 6.2 W/m2 and total
power consumption to 7.1 W/m2. This is commendably low, but internal temperature is stated to be regulated to
only 17°C in winter, a level that many might consider insufficient.
These given examples and data from the above tabulation of the power consumption of the subject property
enable some limited comparisons. At the subject property space heating accounts for 6.7W/m2 on average
(at a comfort level of 21–22°C) with a total average power use of 11.3W/m2. The latter is 67% less than the
European average and 7.4% less than the ‘Heatkeeper’.
If the space heating temperature of the ‘House & Studio’ were to be limited to the 19–20°C of the ‘Heatkeeper’,
then (adopting the accepted reduction of 10% per 1°C) heating power use would reduce to 5.4W/m 2. This is
18% less than the ‘Heatkeeper’ for an older and much larger house in apparently comparable occupancy in
the same geographical area. If the internal winter temperature at the ‘House & Studio’ were to be limited to
17°C, then the average space heating power consumption would fall to about 4W/m 2, 35% less than that of
the quoted Cambridge ‘semi’.
The Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) in 2014 considers a national survey of 1345 dwellings
and gives some further comparative data (BRE report 283078 ‘2011 Energy Follow-up Survey’ (EFUS), 2014). It notes that for
houses in area >140m2 (many of them terraced or semi-detached), median annual fuel consumption was: gas
23,500 kWh and electricity 5,500 kWh (s.3.1) for an average indoor temperature of 19C (s.3.3). Average
consumption of gas and electricity at the 203m2, fully detached,‘House & Studio’ heated to 21-22C is 31% less,
and if heating were limited to 19C it would be 44% less.

10. discussion
While the ‘House & Studio’ does not aspire to the extreme energy efficiency standards of the ‘PassiveHaus’ or
the various other ultra-low-energy or ‘no-energy’ houses that have been reported in recent years and that
typically involve much additional design effort and capital expense, it performs much better than average and
compares well with some other houses built or altered specifically to conserve energy.
The subject property was designed in 1967 within a normal budget, employing materials, techniques and
services systems then generally available and without any special requirement to conserve energy. At that
time energy was relatively cheap with no ethical concerns over ‘global warming’. Indeed it was more the case
that concern at the time was with the prospect of an oncoming New Ice Age (particularly after the
exceptionally long, hard winter of 1963 when in Cambridge, with temperatures staying below -5°C for many
weeks and often dropping to -15°C, the ground froze to a depth of 450mm and almost every water supply
pipe and drain froze, heating oil waxed and would not flow, foundations and solid walls cracked with frost
heave, and cycling along the River Cam became routine).
The architect’s aim at inception for the ‘House & Studio’ was to provide comfort, obviate frost damage and
limit maintenance, all in accordance with his understanding of then current best practice. That the property
has performed perhaps unusually well in terms of comparative energy use is thought to be due to a
combination of many factors, some ‘designed’ and others fortuitous. These cannot readily be individually
quantified, and also there are factors tending to increase power use. Such ‘for’ and ‘against’ factors may be
summarized as:
factors potentially limiting energy consumption (in no special order):











High standard of roof & wall insulation (only approached, but not exceeded by, Building Regulations in 1990).
Design of windows and patio doors and provision of external shutter blinds and internal curtains
(that combine to limit heat losses, see table in section 5 above, fig.1 and appendices F & G).
Sizes of windows and rooflights optimized by calculation. (Total side-wall glazing area determined at a
modest 11% of solid wall area – about half the norm – without prejudice to good levels and high quality of
daylighting. This house has no dark corridors or corners).
Single external entrance door to main house limits potential for air leakage.
Orientation deriving from site constraints led to generally southerly aspect of the main fenestration
and a largely blank north wall, thus maximising potential for solar gain (with clay tile floors inside the
patio doors often warming perceptibly in winter).
High level of building supervision and good workmanship minimize air leakage and thermal bridging.
Efficient condensing gas-fired boiler providing both CH and DHW in a close-coupled format with
storage cylinder and header tank.
General use of natural (i.e., without fans) convector heat emitters with finned pipe cores that have
relatively low water content giving efficient heat transfer with good control response (see appendix E).
Brick internal walls and concrete ground floor combine with built-in joinery fittings and timber ceilings
produce apparently favourable average ‘thermal capacity’ and ‘emissivity’ (that contribute to fuel
economy by helping to maintain a ‘mean radiant temperature’ [MRT] conducive to human comfort).
A good standard of fabric and mechanical systems maintenance.

factors potentially increasing energy consumption (in no particular order):












Two detached buildings of irregular plan form giving a relatively high ratio of external wall area to
ground ‘footprint’ of 3:1 (a potential excess of 50%: the more wall area, the greater the heat loss).
Relatively high (i.e., poor) ‘U-values’ of walls and ground floor (in context where 2010 statutory
standards are lower – i.e., more stringent – by about 20% and 70% respectively).
Rooflights with a ‘U-value’ less good than the remainder of the roofs (but the relative area at 5% is low).
High thermal capacity of floor and internal walls (but fortuitously, as above, this may have advantage).
Adoption of a relatively high heating ‘comfort level’ of 21-22°C. (Reduction by 1°C could result in a
power saving of about 10% and a reduction by 3°C a saving of about 27%).
Temperature control is by a single air thermostat rather than by thermostatic valves on all heat emitters.
Planning the house as two blocks results in extended heating pipe runs to serve the remote studio
(though the pipes are well-lagged).
Storage of DHW in a cylinder rather than supply on demand as by a ‘combi’ boiler. (However the
limited flow rate of the latter can be tiresome in sinks and baths and would not permit the required
power-shower which in itself is a further ‘wasteful’ item).
Mechanical ventilation in bathroom and kitchen that is ‘total loss’ (that is, without any re-circulation or
heat recovery).
Occupancy by retired couple requiring all-day provision of CH and DHW (whereas working couples
may often ‘set back’ these services during the working day).
Occupants who do not observe any special frugality in energy use (with all rooms heated and the not
infrequent use of a 1kW kettle, a 3kW tumble dryer, a 7.5kW cooker and power-shower, etc.).

If pressed to select any one element of the ‘House & Studio’ considered to be of particular value to energy
efficiency, the architect would suggest the design of the windows – in both size and construction (see fig.1 and
appendices F & G) – that at once limits glazing heat loss and that resulting from unintended ventilation. Also to
be noted are the low water content (and hence responsive) central heating system and the mixture of high
and low thermal capacity elements in the interior such as the tiled concrete ground floor and brick and
blockwork walls that are juxtaposed with timber ceilings and joinery wall fittings in an approximately 50–50
ratio. Exposed heavyweight materials absorb and re-radiate heat, providing a ‘flywheel effect’ to space
heating whilst lightweight materials (predominant in timber-framed housing) do not, though – when forming
internal surfaces – usually will warm quickly. When in balance both contribute to running economy and also to
thermal comfort, as radiant heat loss – to which the human body is particularly sensitive – is limited.
The significant amounts of clay brick, tile and concrete used in the construction of the subject house may be
criticised from a present-day viewpoint for their high embodied energy and thus lack of ‘sustainability’.
However the building’s potential longevity, modest running costs and level of comfort in use likely exceed the
standards of many current designs that employ timber external facings (prone to early deterioration) on
lightweight timber frames with insulation of straw bales, wool or other organic materials (prone to attract and
retain moisture and vermin) or mineral wool blankets (prone to self-degradation), all assembled with (often overoptimistic) reliance on (or apparent total ignorance of the need for) vapour barriers necessary to limit
destructive interstitial condensation. Lacking mass, timber walls also lack sound insulation between rooms and to
the exterior and, further, they lack potentially useful thermal capacity (as also do fashionable glass walls). Though
the physics of heat transfer through materials is well established, some interactions are less resolved. Specifically
the place of structural mass in optimizing thermal performance by influencing ‘mean radiant temperature’ (MRT)
is not taken into account in current building regulations for the UK climate. This is surprising as many old
buildings with masonry and rubble walls and part timber panel linings perform quite well once draughts (that is,
excessive air movement and air changes) are eliminated.
Continuing in polemical vein, it could well be that the popular – often unquestioning – adoption of a ‘green’ or
‘sustainable’ mantra championing so-called ‘renewable’ and ‘zero-carbon’ materials will mean that many of today’s
new dwellings will require to be wholly or partly renewed after a lifespan perhaps less than that already enjoyed by
the still pristine ‘House & Studio’: a wasteful procedure with perhaps little or no compensatory annual or life-time
savings of energy or CO2. Perhaps a true measure of ‘sustainability’ has yet to be defined and promulgated.

Fig.1: a typical window

The original Swedish timber-framed windows of
1968 rotted and were replaced in 1990 by uPVC
‘tilt & turn’ Series 81 Brügmann units from Germany.
These have external roller shutters with hollow uPVC
slats that provide ‘back-out’, shading, security, trickle
ventilation and thermal & sound insulation. The
shutter box is integrated in the window head.
When lowered, these shutters are particularly important
to energy efficiency: they markedly reduce heat loss
by conduction (‘U-value’ drops by 25%) and also they
eliminate glass exposure and reduce losses by radiation
and convection. Further, the frames are double-rebated
and double draught-sealed to prevent heat loss by
incidental air infiltration.
The size and position of windows were optimized by
calculation of sunlighting and daylighting (specialisms
of the architect), with the derived ratio of side-wall
glazing to solid wall being unusually low at 1:9 (11%).
The condition of the windows after 25 years remains
‘as good as new’ after one interim re-polishing.
see also appendices F & G

11. conclusion
No firm conclusion on design approach to maximize energy efficiency can be offered on the basis of this
single example of a domestic building of unusual form that – defying ready explanation – appears to perform
well in the context of present-day expectation of limited energy consumption, though close assessment is
difficult due to rarity of fully documented comparable examples.
The architect of the ‘House & Studio’ is generally well satisfied with the ‘success’ of this technically simple
house in energy-use terms, particularly when he sees the often elaborate efforts and added expense of others
that frequently produce (in his view) less satisfactory houses with (he suspects) little or no energy saving or
comfort advantages over the ways and means that he has learnt, taught and applied for over half a century.
Though some exceptional so-called ‘eco’ or ‘low-energy’ or even ‘zero-energy’ houses have been reported
and heralded (though often largely on the basis of ‘tick box’ desk assessments before full trials can have been
completed and energy use monitored over a representative period), it may be wondered why today’s new
dwellings are not all vastly more energy efficient than the ‘House & Studio’. The same has been observed of
new university office buildings by MacKay [2008] (op. cit. above, pp.298-299). Over the years building regulations
have embraced ever more stringent measures for insulation and ventilation but – so it would seem – without
commensurate conservation of energy. Is it perhaps the case that understanding of building thermal performance
is not yet adequate to the task?

appendix A
‘House & Studio’: dimensional details:
Site Area:

As purchased 1967, 655m2 (7050ft2) = 0.066 hectares (0.16 acres)
As extended 1977, 837m2 (9000ft2) = 0.084 hectares (0.21 acres)

Floor Area:

main house,
garage + studio,

170.6m2
64.1m2
234.7m2 (2527ft2) or 202.7m2 excluding garage

Roof Area,

house + studio,

117.4m2

Wall Area:

main house,
studio only,

234.4m2
67.0m2
301.0m2

rooflights,

18.3m2 (excluding garage)
15.4m2
33.7m2 = 11% of wall area
(a window to wall ratio of 1:9)
5.9m2 = 5% of roof area

total glazing,

39.6m2 = 20% of floor area excluding garage

Glazing Area: windows,
patio doors,

Volume of heated area,

562m3 (excluding garage)

appendix B
‘House & Studio’: details of construction materials and thermal insulation:
external walls:
Cavity construction with outer leaf of 105mm ‘handmade’ soft red clay facing bricks, a 60mm cavity filled (at initial construction)
with injected urea formaldehyde plastics foam and an inner leaf of 100mm ‘Thermalite’ 600 kg/m3 lightweight blocks coated
15mm plaster.

internal partition walls:

Mainly plastered ‘common’ brickwork, either 125mm or 250mm thick, partly covered with joinery fittings.

ground floor:

A 100mm concrete slab on 100mm broken brick hardcore direct on the sandy gravel subsoil base without overall or edge
insulation. It is topped with a bituminous damp-proof membrane and faced with clay ‘quarry’ tiles and carpet (in
approximately equal proportion on cement screed.

first floor:

Timber joist construction with a deck of18mm chipboard covered with carpet (cork in the bathroom). The underside (i.e.,
the ground floor ceilings) is 15mm tongued and grooved (t & g) pine boarding on battens over 12mm plasterboard (a fireresistance requirement in 1968 and also useful sound insulation)

roof:

Timber-joisted and flat. Initially of asphalt on chipboard, the covering over the main house was replaced with ‘high
performance’ mineral-faced bituminous roofing felt in 1990. The ‘sandwich’ below comprises 50mm rigid expanded plastics
insulation board on a vapour barrier on 9mm exterior grade ply decking over timber joists. Between the joists is 50mm
expanded polystyrene insulation board set to give a 100mm cavity over and a 50mm cavity below. The underside of the
joists is lined with double-sided foil-faced building paper and the first floor ceilings are 15mm t & g pine boarding.

windows:

Double-glazed 4-12-4 in substantial hollow uPVC frames with ‘tilt-&-turn’ opening action casements and integral external
roller shutter/blinds with double-skin uPVC horizontal slats (see fig.1 and appendix F). All close tightly with multi-point
espagnolette bolts into double rebates with neoprene wiper and compression draught seals. Except in the kitchen and
ancillary areas there are heavy lined curtains. At night in winter all shutters typically are lowered and curtains drawn,
covering both faces of the window glass. Window openings have ‘Suprasteel’ metal lintels and ‘Wincilate’ slate
cill/window boards that do not include thermal breaks and thus represent small sources of heat loss (see appendix G).
There are two patio doors generally similar to the windows except that they ‘tilt-&-slide’ and are double-glazed with lowemissivity laminated safety glass. These do not have external roller shutters, only lined curtains.

rooflights:
Provided to circulation areas and the bathroom. These are double-skin polycarbonate ‘domelights’ and do not open.

external doors:
The single external entrance door to the main house is ply-faced with a solid core of insulation board and is well-fitted
into a single rebate with butyl rubber compression draught-stripping and with interlocking metal threshold. The external
doors to the studio and garage do not enter heated spaces. The two patio doors are considered as windows, as above.

appendix C
‘House & Studio’: details of heating system:
The heating system of this property is of relatively simple, traditional ‘low pressure hot water’ (LPHW)
domestic design largely unaltered since original installation in 1968.
space heating is ‘central heating’ (CH) powered by a gas-fired boiler.
The original cast-iron, sectional Hattersley ‘Vulcan Autostat 75’ 22kW unit of approximately 75% thermal
efficiency was replaced in 2005 by a low thermal capacity Ideal ‘Mexico’ HE24 condensing boiler of 9–24kW
output with seasonal efficiency (SEDBUK) rating in band ‘A’ (above 90%). Interestingly this change
barely registered on gas consumption as previous ‘waste’ heat from the original boiler had usefully
warmed an airing/linen cupboard and first floor landing (allowing a large convector in the stairwell to
be turned off).
Heat transfer is by vented ‘small bore’ copper pipe pumped hot water circuit serving mainly natural
convectors, and a few radiators, resulting in low water content that offers advantage in rapid control
response (see appendix E).
CH control is by an air thermostat situated in the ground floor hallway and a boiler thermostat
determining flow temperature (normally set to about 70°C). Day-time ground floor room air temperature
in winter is kept at about 21–22°C with bedrooms at about 18°C (with skirting convector heaters sized to
give lower heat output and with manually adjustable dampers). The system is switched off at night.
water heating for the ‘domestic hot water’ (DHW) supply is by the same gas-fired boiler serving a 117 litre
indirect storage cylinder factory-insulated with 40mm expanded plastics foam. This cylinder is a 2005
replacement of the original that had a degraded glasswool filled jacket.
DHW control is by a surface thermostat on the cylinder that operates a motorized 3-way valve on the
primary flow of the boiler. DHW temperature is set to give outlet flow at about 50°C.
DHW is supplied by ‘dead-leg’ branch pipes to a bath, a power-shower, 4 washbasins, 3 sinks, a
dishwasher and a washing machine. The two latter appliances also have integral electric heaters, but
these are seldom required.
The boiler, DHW cylinder and header tank are located together in a first floor airing cupboard, limiting interconnecting pipe runs and ensuring use of any residual heat that otherwise would be wasted.
The CH and DHW systems are subject to individual time control by an electronic programmer. CH always is
‘off’ at midday for an hour, but this is not evident (for cooking is often in progress) and in effect full space
heating is available for 15 hours a day. DHW is ‘on’ in the early morning and again in the evening for a total of
4¾ hours that has been found to provide a generous all-day supply from the storage cylinder.

appendix D
‘House & Studio’: details of the electricity system:
The property has a 3-phase electricity system serving lighting and ‘small power’. The BS7671 compliant ringmain distribution circuitry remains largely unmodified since original installation in 1968 when there was
generous provision of BS1363 13A sockets and lighting outlet points.
Lighting in the kitchen, hallway and staircases adopted mainly fluorescent lamps from inception. Most of the
original tungsten filament lamps (TFLs) fitted elsewhere have been replaced by compact fluorescent
lamps (CFLs).
Adoption of this economy measure was delayed until the winter of 2008/2009 due to adverse
experience with early CFLs, namely slow warm-up, high cost, premature failures, and indifferent quality
of light). The TFLs that remain are spotlights, lamps on dimmers and a number of enclosed ‘bulkhead’
fittings too small to accept CFLs. As LED lamps of required type appear, the CFLs and remaining TFLs
will be replaced, with further increased economy.
‘Small power’ at this property includes oven with hotplates, microwave, freezer, 2 refrigerators, kettle, coffee
maker, juicer/mincer/mixer, toaster, CH/DHW boiler, dishwasher, washing machine, tumble dryer,
power-shower, vacuum cleaner, 2 computers, 3 TVs, 4 radio/CD players, 3 extract fans, steam iron,
toothbrushes, razor, 3 electric clocks, mower and DIY power tools. All this equipment is well-used.
The occupiers have always tended to switch off lights when not in use and normally do not leave computers,
TVs, etc on stand-by (more to lessen the fire risk from ‘cooking’ transformers and limit risk of damage to
appliances from mains power surges rather than as an economy measure).

appendix E
‘House & Studio’: illustrations of heating convectors

DC
DC

DC

specially designed natural convector in Living Room

standard natural convector in hallway

Cool air enters through the horizontal openings at floor level in
the purpose-made terrazzo face panels and passes through a
heating element of finned copper pipes. Warmed and expanded,
the air rises to the outlet slots and into the room.

The heating action of this ‘Copperad’ natural
convector is similar to that of the units in the lefthand photo. The extra height will enhance the
‘chimney effect’, increasing airflow.

appendix F
‘House & Studio’: details of window roller shutters:

OUT
detail of uPVC shutter slats

DC

IN

section of roller shutter box

(only later models are insulated)

‘Continental’ type roller shutters are fitted externally to 11 windows and are
an important feature of the house showing no deterioration after 25 years in
use. Lowered in summer they are effective sunshades, reducing solar gain by
80-90% and, when partly lowered, providing good ventilation in combination
with the ‘tilt & turn’ open-in windows. In winter, fully lowered shutters entirely
cover the window glass, reducing exposure and heat loss due to conduction,
convection and radiation by up to 35%. Also lowered shutters provide ‘black-out’,
increase security and privacy and reduce sound transmission by about 30 dBA.
A version comprising double-skin anodised aluminium slats with expanded
polyurethane insulating cores is available that performs even better.

appendix G
‘House & Studio’ - thermographic study of windows with external roller shutters
A thermographic survey was made on 7 & 15 January 2016 by Cambridge Carbon Footprint Ltd, a registered charity that
works to raise awareness of climate change issues and offers the facility of trained operatives with a Fluke TiR infra-red (IR)
digital camera. On the first occasion thermographs (i.e., IR photos) were taken between 18.30 and 19.30 in darkness
following a day of overcast sky conditions. The ambient temperatures were: inside 25C, outside 5C. On the second
occasion thermographs were taken between 16.00 and 17.00, some at last light and others in near total darkness following a
clear sunny day. Ambient temperatures were: inside 25C, outside 4C. The aim was to record the comparative effects of
different window coverings rather than absolute heat losses, all with a view to gauging the efficacy of the Continental type
external roller shutter blinds fitted to windows. The outcome is useful, though there are unresolved issues of definition
arising from use of an IR camera that - though expensive (at £4k+) - has only manual focus (difficult to use in darkness) and
an IR detector of only 160 x 120 pixels resolution. Also the field of view is quite limited (23 horizontally and 17 vertically).

A window on west facet

B shutter and curtain open

C shutter and curtain closed

The normal photo A shows a first floor window with roller shutter partly lowered. Image B is an infra-red exposure taken
with the external shutter and internal curtain fully open. Areas coloured blue are the coolest, with green being
intermediate and red the warmest. The white area resulted from twilight sky reflection. Apart from high heat loss to be
expected through the glazed area (even though double-glazed), there is further heat loss at the cill and window head. The
former is due to thermal bridging at a 25mm thick ‘Wincilate’ slate cill that runs without thermal break from an internal
window board. The latter relates to a further small ‘thermal bridge’ at the toe of a ‘Suprasteel’ galvanized mild steel lintel.
In image C heat loss through the glazing is significantly reduced, though apparent equivalence to the brickwork likely is
exaggerated by the slightly lower emissivity of thin uPVC. In practice the combination of shutters and lined curtains may
be expected to approximately halve window heat loss (which is roughly – and usefully – the equivalent of halving the
number of windows after dark). The roller shutter box – now empty – loses heat, and a red strip indicates particular loss
at its opening for the shutter. The indications of thermal bridging at cill and lintel remain.

D south-west facet of house
normal photo

E shutters and curtains open
IR photo after an overcast day

F first floor shutters & all curtains
closed.

IR photo after a sunny day

The south-west facet of the house in image D – unlike the west facet in image A – is exposed to winter sun. Such exposure
may cause anomalies in thermographic surveys: image E was taken at twilight after an overcast day whereas image F was taken
after a sunny day. In both cases internal and external ambient temperatures were comparable: the brick wall is radiating
residual solar heat gain, not current heat loss from the interior. Ideally an infra-red survey is made at first light after a night of
sub-zero temperature. Other anomalies may arise from differing emissivities of surface materials. Of particular note in image
F is that the lined curtains inside the patio door are not nearly as effective as external window shutters in reducing heat loss.

END

tailpiece:
‘U-value’ calculation sheets for the ‘House & Studio’
At the time of the design of this house,
there was no simple route to domestic
heat loss calculation. Programmable PCs
had not yet been invented and the few
professional building services consultants
relied on largely traditional methods for
calculating building heat load that assumed
a steady thermal state. This provided little
more than an indication of peak load in
relation to an assumed constant minimum
external base temperature and a chosen
constant internal ‘comfort level’ at a single
moment in time. Most domestic heating
design was by ‘engineer’ installers who
typically were plumbers and who sized
boilers and heat emitters using simplistic
room volume tables or their ‘experience’.
In outcome such design methods tended
to produce over-sized plant with underutilized and hence inefficient boilers. The
best that can be said is that building
owners were seldom cold.

The upshot was that architects seeking
the accurate – and economic – specification
of heating equipment, and also to satisfy
Building Regulations, were left to do their
own calculations. Pro-forma calculation
sheets such as these were useful.

